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has passed away. Section 3 of the main channel from junction 
X to Y is, therefore, in its entire course subject to a maximum 
discharge of 101.83 cubic feet per second. 

BRANCH CHANNEL 4. 
This branch channel has a length of 2,310 lineal feet, and 

the rainwater entering at the head thereof at point F will have 
covered, on completion of the period of rainfall, with a velocity 
of 4 lineal feet per second, a distance of 720 X 4 = 2,880 
lineal feet. As this length exceeds the total length of branch 
channel 4, the profile of same above point Y must be capable 
of discharging the whole of the run-off of sub-area S.A. 4 = 
56.72 cubic feet per second. 

MAIN CHANNEL. SECTION 5. 
Point Y being the junction of Section 3 of the main channel, 

the Branch Channel 4 and the former being governed by the 
waters above the points C, and D reaching there simultaneously, 
we must first detennine the time elapsing in their doing so in 
order to find what quantity of run-off from sub-area 4 will have 
to be taken into consideration in Section 5 of the main channel. 

The length of Section 3 of the main channel is 2.310 
lineal feet, and the time elap iug for the water to pass through 
this length at a velocity of 4 feet per second would be 

23~O = 577 seconds which, with the period of time elaps

ing for the waters to reach point X from C and D, viz .• 204 
seconds, makes a total of 7 1 seconds for the waters to reach 
point Y from points C and D. During this interval Branch 
Channel 4 will have discharged all the run-off of sub-area 4, as, 
with a velocity of " lineal feet per second, the last water reach
ing the head of the former at F will have traversed a distance 
of 781 X 4 = 3,124 lineal feet, and, therefore. passed through 
junction Y before the waters from C and D reach there. Since no 
other waters enter Section 5 of the main channel between points 
Y and Z, the entire length is governed by the maximum quan
tity of water delivered into same by Section 3, viz .• 101.83 cubic 
feet per second. 

BRANCH CIlANNEL 6. 
The length of Branch Channel 6 is 5,610 feet and the ve

locity attained therein is 3 lineal feet pel' second. During the 
period of rainfall, equalling 720 seconds. Branch Channel 6 will 
have discharged the waters for a length of 720 X 3 = 2.160 
lineal feet up to point G, leaving a balance of 47.5 

2830 )( 330 + 660 x .96 . 
- .35«50 = 26.14 acres of 8ub-dralDage, 

area 6 still contributing with a run-off of 26.14 X 3.052 = 79.07 
cubic feet per second. which forms the maximum • ng through 
Branch Channel 6 below point G. 
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MAIN CHANNEL, SECTION 7. 

Point Z being the junction of Section 5 of the main chan
nel and Branch Channel 6, and the former bein~ governed by 
the water above points C and D reaching there slmultaneously, 
we must first determine the time thus occupied in order to find 
what quantity of run-off ' from sub-area 6 will have to be taken 
into consideration in Section 7 of the main channel. We know 
that it takes 7 1 seconds for the waters to reach point Y from 
points C and D, and, as the distance between Y and Z with a 

velocity of 4 lineal feet per second would take 6:0 = 165 

seconds, the total time occupied for these waters to reach point 
Z would be 781 + 165 = 946 seconds. During this interval 
Branch Channel 6, with a velocity of 3 feet per second, will 
have discharged the waters for a length of 946 X 3 = 2,838 
lineal feet up to point H. 

The duration of the rain being 720 seconds, the rain will 
have ceased for a period of 946 - 720 = 226 seconds, during 
which time Branch Channel 6 will have emptied itself below 
ita head to point J, a distance of 226 X 3 = 678 lineal feet. The 
balance of sub-drainage area S.A. 6, still contributing to Sec
tion 7 of the main channel will, therefore, be 47.5 

660 )( 491) + 330 x 2508 + 330 x 678 15 87 
- 43560 • = . acres, 
giving a maximum run-off of 15.87 X 3.025 = 48.00 cubic feet 
per second. The total quantity of water reaching junction Z 
simultaneously by Section 5 of the main channel and Branch 
Channel 6 is, therefore, 101.83 + 48.00 = 149.82 cubic feet 
per second. 

EXAMINATION UNDER CoNDITION 2. 

Let the drainage area be subject to a rainfall at the rate 
<If 2 inches per hour extending over 2 hours equal to 2.016 cubic 
feet per second per acre. 

As this duration of rainfall is longer than that of the pas
sage of the run-off through the conduit for any portion of the 
drainage scheme, the whole of the run-off must be taken into 
oonsideration throughout. 

The run-off of the sub-areas for a rainfall of 2 inches per 
hour for a period of 2 hours amounts to-

S.A. 1 = 11) x 2·016 x 0·8 = 2"2 cubic feet per IeCODd. 
S.A . 2 = 18·76 X 20016 X 0'8 = 30'2. " "" " 
S.A. 3 = 16'26 X 2016 X 08 = 26 ·21 " " " " 

.A. 4 = 18'76 X 2'016 X 0'6 = 2268" "" 
S.A. 6 = 47'1> X 20016 X 0·6 = 67'.6 " " " " 

160'79 " " " " 



Having thus the dilcharge requiremen for two widely dif
fering intensities and duration to which this drainage system 
may be subject at our disposal, it behov us to make a compari. 
IOn of the respective values in order to determine the critical 
one for which each portion must be designed. 

Dllcbarp Oal*'ity ID cu~ fee!rr -.d 
~ o.p.oI" required fOl' • raiJlfaIJ : 
for w Conduit 

MaID BruIch muet be dellpecl. 
0baIuMI Chan ... 1 6 I .... ..... hour fOl' • '.t=:J:: ~h:': duration 0111 minute. 

cubic fee' per-.d cubic feet per MClOud cublo feet ..... 88COIId. 
---

I 11()-I5 24'2 6()-l) 
2 6()-().'I 30"24 60' ().'I 

a 101 ' 3 80"65 101'83 
4 /16'72 22-68 116'72 

II 101 ' 8:~ 103'33 103'33 
6 79"07 111'46 79'07 

i 149'82 16()-79 16()-79 

e= -- - . -
For the greater portion of the drainage heme, the 5·inch 

rainfall for a duration of 12 minutes proves to be the critical 
factor for the discharge requirements, with the exception of 
Sections 5 and 7 of the main channel, where the 2-inch rainfall 
for a duration of 2 hours becomes such . • The heavy rainfall with short duration is, therefore, the 
critical one for the branch channels of the system, while the 1 -
aer rainfall with a long duration governs the main channel in 
i lower tretches. 

From the above it becomes apparent of what vital conse
quence it is to determine correctly the critical rainfall and con
sequent maximum discharge requirements for each portion of 
the drainage scheme, and for that purpose it is necessary to cal
culate and tabulate the discharge requirements for a large num
ber of rainfalls of varying intensiti and durations. 

Having thi infonnation to hand, the calculation of the size 
of the channels may be undertaken with due regard that profile 
and grade shall produce the umed velocities for the various
channel and tions thereof, and. in case of the calculated ve
locity deviating from that assumed, the calculation for th 
FrtioD of the system further down stream must be 80 ad-
Justed to suit the altered condition 

GJW>. or PIPB CoNDUITS. 

The grade of pipe conduita is limited on ODe hand by the
nec 'ty of providing a velocity sufficient to carry off any mat
ter getting into same. and on the other hand of restricting the
velocity to prevent attrition of the inner surface, 



Pipe conduits conveying ewage are less liable to attrition 
1han thuse conveying tormwater, as the latter carry a consider
~ble amount of grit washed into them from the stl·eets. 

It is impossible to lay down a hard and fast limit regard
ing the extremes of the grade, as the velocity is alsu affected by 
the profile of the pipe conduit i but, as a guidance, we advise 
for stormwater channels no flatter grade than will nroduce a 
minimum velocity of 2.5 feet per second, nor a steeper one than 
will produce a maximum velocity of 15 feet per second; and 
for sewers, we advise no flatter grade than will produce a mini
mum velocity of 3 feet per second for reticulation and 2 feet 
per second for main channels. 

CALCULATION OF CROSS SECTION OF CoNDUIT. 

Of the many formulae in use for the calculation of the cross 
.action of a pipe conduit, that of Kutter is the most frequently 
~pplied. 

1. V = C ¥r .• 
2. Q = V x A 

where V = velocity of flow in feet per second. 
C = a variable co-efficient. 
r = hydraulic mean depth or radius in feet = area 

-;- wetted perimeter. 
. f I difference of levels betweell 2 points s = 8lDe 0 S ope = ------:-:.,------,----,------'--

distance between same 
A = discharge area of pipe. 
Q = quantity of discl.1arge in cubic feet per second. 

The process of calculation is as follows;-
After having settled on the quantity of water Q in cubic 

feet per second to be carried off at a given point and the fall 
of the Pipe Conduit below this point-

1. Choose a profile. 
2. Ascertain for this profile, or portion of same, the dis

charge area A in square feet and the wetted perimeter 
P in feet. 

A 
3. Out of A and P resolve r =-p; 
4. Determine the co-efficient C by means of the formula ;

n .8 + 0-00281 + 1·8.!..!. 
8 D 

C= ------------------
(n'6 + 0-(0281) D 

I + 8 
¥r 

wherein n represents the co-efficient of roughneae of 
the wetted perimeter of the conduit which, in cate 
of lonier pipes, amounts to 0.01. 
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5. Determine the velocity V in feet per econd by the 
formula V = C ""r.8 

6. Determine finally the quantity of discharge in cubie 
feet per second by the formula Q = V X A. 

EXAMPLE. 

Design Section 7 of the main channel, shown in Fig. 7, for 
the computed discharge of 160. cubic feet per second on a grade 
of 1 in 1,200. 

S= 1 = '00083 ],200 
A ume the profile as a 6ft. Din. diameter circular Monier 

pipe. The co-efficient of roughn n = 0.01. 
Area = 6 X 6 X .7854 = 2 .27 sq. feet. 
Wetted Perimeter = 6 X 3.1416 = 18. 5 lin. feet. 
Hydraulic Radius l' = 2 .27 -+- 1 . 5 = 1.5. 

Co-efficient C 

0·002 1 1·811 
41 '66 + 000083 + 0·01 

4} '66 + 0·00281 
000083 

1 + --""-;-;-}'-'5--- x 0-01 

165'3 

Velocity V = C "" r.B. = 165.3 ""1.5 X .000 3 = 5.84 lin. feet 
per second. 

Discharge Q = V X A = 5.84 X 2 .27 = 165.09 cubic feet 
per second. 
lIenee a 6ft. Oin. diameter Monier pipe line On a grade of 1 

in 1,200 will provide the necessary discharge capacity. 
It will invariably be found that a number of trial calcu

lation are necessary to arrive at the desired result, and, as 
these calculations are tedious and take up a considerable time, 
Gummow, Forrest' tables of the velocities and discharges of 
circular and oviform Monier pipes are appended, which greatly 
facilitate operations. 

GRAPHICAL METHOD. 

The following diagrams illustrate a method used by me, 
and have been prepared to compare with other methods of cal
culation for catchmeuts as set out in Gummow, Forrest's 
catalogue :-

The method of constructing th diagrams is as folIo :-
(1) Referring to heet o. 2.-Lay off horizon-

tally, to any scale, lengths a b, b c, etc., of main 
and branch drains in a straight line to represent the tim 
in onds required for water to flow through each section. In 
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these ?iagr~ the line is a ~, in which A X = time length 
of mam dram (1); b X = dItto of branch drain (2)· X Y = 
dit~o of f!1ain drain (3), (X) Y = ditto of branch d;ain (4); 
mam dram Y Z has no catchment and no individual diagram. 
a Z = ditto of branch drain (6). ' 

(2) Determine areas of catchments contributing to each 
section of main drain. 

(3) Then, having fixed on a maximum rate of rainfall and 
co-efficient of run-off, determine the volume of run-off in cubic 
feet per second. 

(4) Determine the time length of storm; in this case 12 
minutes or 720 seconds. 

(5) If the main drains have catchments contributing di
rectly throughout their length, they will have their indepen
:lent diagrams as well as the branch drains, but not otherwise. 

(6) Let main drain A X have its own catchment, as well 
as one branch drain junctioning at X. 

(7) The capacity of main drain A X will be governed sole
ly by the run-off from its own catchment. This run-off will be 
60.5 cubic feet per second, as previously determined. 

(8) From X layoff to the right, i.e., in the direction of 
flow, a length X f = duration of storm in seconds, and A X 
to left representing time length of first section of main drain 
= e f. In this case the time length of section e f is less than 
that of storm, hence e lies to the right of X. 

(9) At e. erect to any scale ordinate e 2 = 60.5 cubic feet 
per second; also an equal ordinate Xl, at X; join A, I, 2, f -
then the ordinates between f and A represent the flow in A X 
from start to finish of storm, and the maximum ordinate lies 
clearly between X and e, and = 60.5 cubic feet per second, for 
which the drain must be designed. 

(10) Now a branch drain junctions at X, and the maxi
mum run-off from its catchment = 75.625 cubic feet per sec
ond. A t the start of the storm the water collccted in branch 
near X will flow into main drain at junction at same time as 
lowest water from A X, and they will travel together till they 
arrive at f, when the storm ceases. But the branch drain has 
a time length d J, which is greater than the duration of the 
storm. At d, erect ordinate d3 = 75.625, and join 3 f; erect 
ordinate at X, cutting 3 f in 4. Ordinate X 4 will represent 
volume of flow in main X Y, due to branch at X when storm 
ceases. Now, as no further rain falls. the last or furthest water 
contained in branch drain will take a time d f to reach X. Lay 
off b X to left of junction, equal to time length df of branch 
drain. Now it is clear that if during storm of time length X f the 
maximum rate of discharge = 75.625, and as b d = X f, the 
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ordinate u5 must equal X4. J oin up b 5 4 f, the ordinates to 
which represent the volume of flow in main drain X Y, due to 
water from branch drain. 

uppose main drain X Y have a catchment. Lay-off time 
length of storm Y g and time length of main drain f g = X Y. 
As in case of section A X. the time length of main drain is 
less than that of storm. Therefore, erect at Y and f ordinates 
= 65.54 maximum volume of discharge from its own catch
ment and complete diagram as before. When storm ceases the 
fir t water from main drain A X, and branch at X, will have 
arrived at f, and that from main drain X Y will have arrived 
at g. 

Therefore, if aU diagrams for drains above Y be combined, 
they will represent the flow in X Y from start of storm to dis
eharge of last water, as shown. 

As illustrated, the capacity must equal that of combined or
dinate at c, which is seen to be the greatest = 121.3 cubic feet 
per econd. 

The other diagrams are imilarly constructed. 
In any system of drainage there must be the main 

drain, with branch drains and lateral feeding into the branch 
drains. }I'or the purpose of calculation, the laterals are de-
igned for maximum run-off from their catchments. The main 

and branch drains may be considered to be open channels, with 
storm water from their respective catchments feeding in from 
the surface for full length, according to which assumption the 
diagrams represent the volumes of flow at any point in the ys
tem, and enable the drains to be designed correctly. 

It should be noticed that the assumption made postulates 
that the flow from the individual catchments arrives at the 
drain at a maximum and uniform rate during period of rain
fall, i.e.. does not take into consideration the gradual increase 
to maximum. and then the gradual reduction, as rain ceases to 
fall. The design will therefore be on the safe side. No mat
ter how designed. the capacities of drains Rhould be checked 
by a method frequently adopted in the law courts. That i , 
the system should be capable of di hargiug the run-off from 
the catchment, as calculated by one or other of the formulae 
previously mentioned. 

But the beauty (if I may say 80) of the above detail me
thod Ii in the fact that it may be applied to a storm of vary
ing intensity. For, sup the ystem to be so exten ive that 
it is d 'red to hat i the eBect of a storm of longer dura
tion than 12 minu ,and of I intenaity. This can be read
ily done. up • for instance, that it' d 'red to ucertain 
the e«ect of • storm of ODe hour' duration, and of an averqe 
intensity of 2 inch per hour. during 12 miDU of which 
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the average inten ity is 5 inches per oour. All it is necessary 
to do i8 to construct two sets of diagrams, one for the rate of 
2 inches per hour and for 60 minutes' duration, and another for 
5 inches - 2 inches = 3 inches per hour for 12 minutes' dura
tion. If the latter set be traced. and the tracing inverted over 
the diagram for 2-inch rate. by moving the inverted tracing of 
any combined diagram for 3-int'h ratl' along the base line of 
the corresponding diagram for 2-ill<'h rate. the increment of 
volume can be ascertained. and it <'all be seen at what point in 
the long storm the greater but shorter storm produces the great-
est effect on any part of system. . 

The time lengths of main and branch drains, and the dia
grams representing their respective discharges are:-

Main Drains. Di~rams. Branch Drains. Diagramll. 

1980 
AX = -3- = 660 BeeS. (1) 

2310 ? 
bX = -2 5 = 9-4 &e<:II. (2) 

2310 
XY = - 4- = 577 sees. (3) 

:?310 
(X)Y=-4- = 577 1I6CI. (4) 

660 
YZ = -.- = 167 KeC8. (~) 

5610 
~ = '-3- = 1870 eeca. (6) 

Zh = (7) 
The duration of storm is 12 minutes = 720 seconds. When 

the time length of storm exceeds the time length of 
drain. the latter will govern the maximum discharge; and when 
the time length of the storm is less than the storm length of 
drain. the former will govern the maximum discharge. 

The individual diagrallIs represent the variations of flow 
in the several drains. ('omnwncing at zero. increasing to a 
maximum; and then. when rain ceases, gradually diminishing 
to zero again. The combined diagrams indicate the variations 
of tiow in main drains. due to combined flows from hranchl's and 
main drains contribllting ahove point of junction. 

Sheet ~o. 1 Rhows cliagrall1S for a rainfall at the rate of 
5 in<'hes p<'r hour continning for 12 minlltes. The storm is sup
posed to c·ommence. continue and finish at this rate. The dia
jrJ'aTD8 for earh main drain which has a catchment of its own 
directly l'ontributing. and each branch drain, are grouped, but 
not superimp08l'<l. alon(l' one time-length base line. so that by 
referring to the bl(){'k-p!an of drainage system it can be seen 
what ordinates should be combined for maximum capacity of 
any main drain. 

Sheet No. 2 has been prepared to show a separate diagram 
for each main and branch drain of sheet No.1. on its own time 
-length base line. The position and letter on this base line. 
where flo\\" has reached when storm ceases (being the right
hand end of diagram, in direction of flow), enables one to trace 
the gradual jncreue of volume from commencement of storm. 
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In fact, the diagrams show accurately the fluctuation of flow 
from start to finish of storm in any branch or main drain. F ur
ther, by laying oft the time-lengths of all main drains, and pIotr 
ting on the relative time-lengths of branch drains, much diffi
culty and confusion is obviated in constructing diagrams and 
superimposing them. The combined diagrams show the rela
tive amount contributed by main and branch drains to volume 
of flow in any main drain below point of junction of branch 
drain at any instant. f the maximum ordinates from diagrams 
be tabulated they can be compared with the results given in 
Gummow, Forrest's catalogue. From the table appended it 
will be seen that the method adopted in the trade publication 
is not accurate j but it has been given in full for comparison, be
cause it is a method which has been widely adopted. 

Sheet No. 3 gives diagrams for a rainfall at the rate of 
2 inches per hour lasting for one hour. In Gummow, Forrest's 
catalogue it is taken as lasting for 2 hours j but, as a duration 
of one hour is more than sufficient to give maximum results, I 
have adopted the latter, so as to obtain larger diagrams. It 
will be seen that the results by diagrams agree with those from 
catalogue throughout, the reason being that the storm length 
exceeds the drain length in every case. The method adopted 
in the catalogue ignores the effect of the increasing volume at 
start of stonn, and of decreasing volume towards end of storm, 
the ordinates from which, for some diagrams, overlap the maxi
mWIl ordinates for others. This is the case where the storm 
length is less than the time-length of drain. 

heet No. 4 gives diagrams for a rainfall at the rate of 3 
inches per hour for 12 minutes. By properly combining the 
diagrams of sheets Nos. 3 and 4 the maximum volume of dis
charge for main and branch drains may be accurately deter
mined, as for a rainfall, at the rate of 2 inches per hour, last
ing for one hour, during a period of which the intensity is 5 
inches per hour. lasting for 12 minutes. 

The result taken from the diagrams are given in the table, 
and it is instructive to compare them with those obtained by 
other method . 

CHECK BY DIRECT FORMULA. 

Frequently the maximum capacity of drains is determined 
by calculating the run-off by some formula, &s-

e r At 1 Burkli Ziegler. 
c r At -1 lleMat.h. 

) '671 r AI ViC&nI. 

Adopting the latter for sake of example. 
The maximum run-()ff will be that for a storm not of 12 

minutes' duration, but indefinitely long, only with a period of 
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m.aximum rate of 5 inches per hour for 12 minutes j but as the 
above formula is based on 10 minutes' period, it will equal 

5· 12 . f 10 . m. X 10 = 610. rate or mmutes. 

Then capacity of 
(1)= HS71x6x 15* = 54'72 cuuicft!lt'rlleO. 
(2)= 1'571x6x 18'751= 6636 " " 
(3)=(1)+(2)+(3) 1'571 x6x 501 =121H " 
(')= I-I571 X 6 X 18'751= 66,36 " .. 
(1))=(1)+(2)+(3)+(4) 1'1>71 x6x 68'71>*=158 '4 " 
(6)= l-IS71x6x 47'5* =1236 " It 

(7)=(1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(6) HS71 x6X 116 '25*=224 '4 " 
Where the percentage of run-off is arbitrarily fixed irre -

pective of area, as has been done in the trade catalogue referred 
to, no formula can be expected to apply. It is, however, of 
intere t to compare the results obtained by formula. The above 
results are given in table. 

The following table sets out the capacities of the several 
main and branch drains, as determined by Gummow, Forrest '8 

catalogue, by the graphic method, and by direct formula:-

o.Ollf. 

(1) Maill AX 
(2) Branch bX .. . 
(3) Main XY ... } 
(1)+(2)+(3) .. . 
(') Branoh (X) Y 
(i) &ill YZ ... } 

(I) + (2) +(3)+ 
(') + (6) '" 

(e) Branch aZ .. , 
(7) Main Zh ' .. I 
(1)+ (2)+(3)+(4) I 

+(6)+ (6) .. , , I 

OIlllIlOW, PoII.
lor rainfall 01 

hour lor r hour 51n. per I ti... I 
)2 ml.... J:. t hra. 

101·83 
79-(J7 

103 33 
61'46 

Ma •. 

60 '5 
60'05 

101'83 
00'72 

D." ...... 
lor rainlall 01 

SIn. per I fln per I hour lor hour loe 
lllDl.... 2 boo,.." 

36'3 
35'3 

(39'3) 
72' 
34'0 
(0) 

88-2 
33-2 
(0) 

I 24-2 I 
30'3 

(26 2) I 
80'7 
22 '7 
(0) 

10.1 '4 
67'5 
(0) 

I 16011 

TOkL 

60'5 
66'6 
(0, 

153'5 
00'7 

- = 

~I"O&IIOU 
I 51 ... per I hour lor -l 'S7lrA' 

n mine. 

I 60'5 I M';2 
68 '\1 68'36 

165'54) 
I 121'3 
I 00 '72 

128'4 
66'36 
(0) (0) 

I 
147'06 168'4 
55 '3 123'6 
(0) I (0) 

2(t~;1 I 224 ' .. 

• Two boon retail*! t.eeau. Il .... k .. no dilfere~ in dioch&rc" and .. oida ronluaion in oompariDIj' ..... 11e 

CoMPARISON OF GRAPHIC AND ANALYTIC.\J, ~IETHODS. 

In the case of rainfall for short duration it should be 
noted, in case of Branch Drain (6). if velocity had been taken 
at 6 feet per second the rate of discharge would have been 
doubled, according to Gummow, Forrest's method, and my dia
grams, and correctly so, which indicates a preference for methocl 
of formula for design for small systems, as it gives maximum 
values. 
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'fhe most prominent difference between the results by my 
iliagriuns and those of Gummow, Forrest is in the case of branch 
drain (6), which is 5,610ft. long, the velocity of flow 3ft. per 
second, and the time-length 1,870 seconds. According to the 
diagram, for a rainfall of 5 inches per hour for 12 minutes the 
maximum discharge is 55.3 cubic feet per second, which Gum
mow, Forrest gives at 79.07 cubic feet per second. The cor
rectness of my result can be proved as follows:-When storm 
ceases, the volume at head of drain will be zero, increasing 
to a maximum in storm length = 720 seconds. Therefore, the 
balance of drain = 1,870 - 720 = 1,150 seconds length, will 
be subject to accumulative effect of full duration of rainfall. 
The total volume of run-off for 720 econds = 47.5 X 3.025 X 
720 = 10a,464 cubic feet, and for 1,150 seconds length, the 

. drain 1,150 X 03464 b' f d' .oJume 10 = 1,870 1 ,. cu 1C eet; an thl 

takes 1,160 seconds to flow through, which gives 
1,150 X 103,464 
1,870 X 1,150 = 65.3 cubic feet per second. Or, look at 
it another way : Suppose the drain were blocked at the 
outlet, and for full duration of storm = 720 sec
onds, the whole of the storm-waters would be accumu
lated in the drain, which is the worst possible condi
tion, and gives a maximum result under any condi
tions. Then 103,464 cubic feet of water are contained in a drain 
~ f Th . _I d ]03,46-' .... 610 eet long. e cr secbonGJI area woul be li 610 
equare £('et; and as capacity is square feet X velocity: the 

. disch 1.._ 'ded f . 103,464 . maximum arge to "'" proVI or 18 5,610 X 3= 55.3 CUbIC 
feet per second, as on diagram, not 79.07, as given by Gummow, 
Forrest. In the case of a drain whose time-length is I than 
storm-length, the result. as obtained above, must be reduced 

time-length of drain. 
in the ratio of stonn-Iength. For example, in branch 
drain (4) the time-length is 577 seconds, i.e., it would 
empty it 1£ in 577 seconds. Clearly, therefore, it can only 
bold the run-off for that period, and this equals 18.75 acres 
X a.025 cubic feet per second X 577 seconda = contents in 
eubic feet; and to have this capacity, if we divide by the 
length in feet we obtain the sectional area _ 
8 '76 X 3 026 X 677 

2310 square feet, and this multiplied by the 

velocity give. the maximum. possible diacharp = 
18'76 )( 3-026 )( 677 )( 4 

UI0 = 18.75 X 8.025 = 56.72 cubic feet 
per eecond, given on diagram (.). sheet o. 1, and by 
Gummow, Forrest. 
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A table of heavy rainfalls experienced in Sydney, obtained 
from the Commonwealth Meteorological Bureau, is appended, 
and it is thought will be of value to engineers. 

Not . -ERRATA IN PRELDJIN ARY PAPER ON DESTGN 
OF STOR~I-WATER DRAINS. 

(Proc .. U. Eng. Sooty. Vol. XVI., J9J I). 

p. 66 line 5, for" C = 1'0, 0'8, etc., read" e = 1'0, 0·8, etc." 

p. 66 line 22, for" Q = 1'11 C.RiA! = 1'57 erA'" 

read Q = 1'11 C.RiAi = 1'57 CrA i " 
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R ECORDS OF REA V'Y RAI NS, SYDNEY WEATHER BURE.A..U. 

Date. ToW rail H_vl_ Part or Storm. BenlMt Shower. and DuratIon or torm 

Total Dar· Rate ToW DuJo. Rate Total Dar· Rate 
FaIL at.\on. J::r. hll. .&lon. ~. Fall. atlon. .I::r. - - ---~ -- --- -- - -- ---

Inchea b& rna. Incbea. Inch ... b& JIll. 
11 • • . 

Incbft. Inchea. m • .. Inch 

-Oct. 16 .. %0 . 41 . . . . 20 .aO 20 . 10 0 . 89 1. 40 llIO.O 2 . 10 
1 .... 

Feb. 11 · . 2 . 00 4 . 0 0 . 10 2 . 00 4.0 0 .10 0 .10 8 . 0 1i.2' 
1818. 

F eb ::5 · . 8.80 11 . 30 LOa 2.20 1.0 2 . 20 1.50 20 . 0 4.1i0 
1818. 

Feb. Ii · . 7 . 58 21.0 0 . 81 1i . 54 8 . 80 0 . 8Ii 1.50 17.0 5 . 80 .. 8 · . 8 . 35 24.0 0 . 14 1.20 1. 20 0 . 90 0 . 23 3 . 0 4.60 .. 8 · . 1.58 24 . 0 1.07 1.02 2. 0 O.lil 0 . %5 a . o 5.00 
Au~. 1 · . 2 . 28 24.0 0.10 1.00 0 . 6 10 . 00 1.00 6.0 10.00 

1882. 
April Ii · . 6 . 48 4 . aO 1.44 3 . 00 1.30 2 . 00 0.40 4 . 0 6.00 

1884. 
April 6 · . 6 . 45 20 . 0 0 . 32 5 . U 12 . 0 0.47 1.00 10 . 0 8.00 

1887. 
April · . 1. i 6 3 .30 0 . 60 1. 78 3 . 30 0 . 1i0 0 . 16 a . 30 2 . 41 

1888. 
Dec. lS .. 1. 60 0 . 65 1 . 74 1. 60 0 . 56 1.74 0.16 1.48 11.11 

1888. 
May 25 .. 2 . 23 I9 . 0 0.12 . . .. .. · . .. . . 
" 

Z8 .. 4 . 06 24 . 0 0 . 17 0 . 88 2.10 0 .11 0 . 12 2 . 1% 6.00 .. 27 .. 4 . 69 24 . 0 0 . 111 1.10 1.0 1.10 · . .. .. .. 28 .. 8 . 36 U . OO 0 .16 0.70 1.0 0.70 0.2IZ 8.0 1.1& 
1880. 

F eb. 17 .. 1.51 U.30 0 . 08 .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 18 .. I . U U . O 0 . 11 2 . 51 ' . 0 0 . 14 0 . 21 ' . 45 '.51 .. 19 .. 0 . 81 .. . . . . .. .. · . . . . . .. 20 .. 3 . 11i 24 . 0 0 . 14 lI . 80 7.15 0 . 36 0 . 276 3.0 1i .1i0 .. U .. 0 . 86 14 . 0 0.04 0 . 44 0.30 O. BS 0.10 8 . 0 1.60 
:March 4 .. lI . 1I 8 . 0 0 . 27 0.80 0.40 1.20 0 . 10 ' . 0 2 . 00 .. iii .. 1i . 66 14 . 0 0 . 1t 0 . 111 1.411 0 . 18 0.21 11 . 0 1.10 
:May I .. 1 .16 ' . 10 0 . 26 1.11 ' •• 0 0 . 18 0 . 11 6 . '0 lI . 40 
J une 27 .. 1 . 117 11 . 0 O. lIO 1. 7. '.15 0.1' 0.1Ii 10.0 lI.1O .. lIS .. 4 .41 '.10 0.47 ' . 10 1.0 0.70 O.U I . ' 4 . 00 

uu. 
Feb. U .. 1.60 11.0 0.11 0 . 40 0 . ' lI . 17 0 . 14 lI . U . . 60 

lIU. 
~&D. 1l .. 1.11 ' . 0 0 . 10 1.1' 0 . 11 4 . 01 0 . 11 10 . t 6 . 11 
Marob 10 .. 4 . n 11 6 •46 0 . 27 0 . 11 0 .10 1.74 0 . 11 1 . 0 1 . 51 
Dec. n .. 1 . 11 17 . 0 0 . 11 0 . '0 o . n 1. 18 0 . 10 • . 0 4 .0' 

1 .... 
arcb 8 .. ' . 80 llI . O I 0 . 27 0 . 80 0. 41 1.11 0 . 17 4 . 0 1 . 61 .. II .. 1 .17 17 . 0 1 0 . 11 1.00 I.. 1.00 o . n 1 . 0 4 . 4' 
1111. 

1 0 . 10 ~une 4 .. 4 . 88 14 . 0 1 .11 1.10 1.1 0 . 18 1.61 1 . 14 
UI7. 

June 1 .. I . " 8 . 11 O. U 1 . 00 4 . 46 0 . 41 0 .10 4 . 11 1 . 71 
noo. 

Ma,. II .. I . U 1.10 0 . 14 11 . 00 4 . 41 0 . 41 ' .10 • . U .... 
. '"* aacI BoIIut, - pp. lot, no, III. 


